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Abstract— A method for the identification of a freeway
macroscopic model is presented. The model is based on the idea
of dividing a freeway trunk in sections covered by the cells of the
wireless network and associated with state variables describing
density of vehicles, mean velocity, and percentage of active
mobile phones. Using the density and hand-off measurements
from the cellular network, the parameters of such model are
identified via an algorithm based on stochastic approximation.
Successful simulation results are reported and discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Different macroscopic models are proposed in the litera-

ture to describe the dynamics of the traffic flow (see, for an

introduction, [1]). The use of such models is fundamental for

the purpose of surveillance and control. A dynamic model

allows to represent the evolution of the state variables, which,

in general, are the density and the mean speed. Using such

model, different control systems were designed that rely on

variable speed signalling and ramp metering [2], [3], [4], [5].

More recently, optimal control was proposed to set the speed

advise [6]; a recent survey on ramp-metering can be found

in [7].

A macroscopic model depend in general on parameters

that have to be identified via least-squares techniques. If

the model is linear, the identification is quite simple, as

one can apply standard least-squares for linear systems.

The identification of more complex models, as those we

shall consider in the following, require the solution of

nonlinear parameter optimization problems that result from

the minimization of a least-squares cost function [8], [9].

As to such class of problems, powerful algorithms have

been proposed that are based on stochastic approximation
with well-established convergence properties and, among

them, the simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation

(SPSA) [10], [11], [12]. The essential feature of SPSA is

the underlying gradient approximation that requires, at each

iteration step, only two measurements of the cost function

regardless of the dimension of the optimization problem.
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This allows for a significant decrease in the computational

effort, especially when a large number of parameters are to

be optimized. Moreover, such technique appears essential

whenever the gradient of the cost function is difficult to

determine.

The measurements of the traffic conditions are usually

taken by means of expensive devices such as television cam-

eras and loop detectors (see, for an introduction, [13]). These

equipments are located at distance of several kilometers,

provide only local information, and may need a lot of low-

level signal processing. Indeed, the management system of

a wireless network that covers a freeway trunk and handles

the radio-based communications among the cellular phones

aboard moving cars and the base stations can be queried

to give global information on the traffic. Unfortunately,

such information concerns only cars with an active mobile

onboard.

Using a suitable assumption on the uniform distribution of

active devices within each section of the freeway trunk, we

propose a macroscopic model that describes the dynamics

of density, mean speed, and the percentage of cars with

an onboard active mobile phone. As to the density, this is

a simple balance equation of the flow for each segment.

The dynamic of the velocity is derived by the well-known

model D, which is appropriate to describe the nonlinear

phenomena that occur in congested traffic conditions (see,

for details, [1]). The dynamic equation for the percentage

of vehicles with active mobile phone is formulated via

state augmentation. The three state variables are assigned

to a section of freeway that is covered by a base station.

In practice, the segment between two loop detectors in a

freeway model is replaced by a cell of the wireless network.

The model parameters are identified by using an SPSA tuning

method for its low computational burden and relative ease

of implementation [14].

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes

the macroscopic traffic model that enables one to account

for the presence of active mobile phones in the cars moving

in the freeway. The identification of the model parameters is

described in Section III. Simulation setup and results of the

numerical tests are reported in Section IV. Conclusions and

prospect of future work are discussed in Section V.

II. A MACROSCOPIC TRAFFIC MODEL BASED ON

WIRELESS NETWORK

A mobile phone communication network is well-suited to

providing information on the traffic from the active mobile

phones of the drivers. In order to evaluate the kind of
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information that can be collected from the mobiles, a suitable

model is required. Toward this end, we can split a freeway

trunk in different segments associated with the cells of the

wireless network (see Fig. 1).

Referring to the i-th segment among K + 1 ones in Fig.

1 and using a discrete-time representation with sample time

equal to ΔT , one can describe the dynamic behavior of the

traffic by means of the following state variables

ρi(t): density of vehicles at time tΔT
vi(t): mean velocity at time tΔT
δi(t) ∈ (0, 1): percentage of vehicles with active

mobiles at time tΔT ,

where t = 0, 1, . . . and i = 0, 1, . . . , K. Moreover, let di

the length of section i, i = 1, 2, . . . , K−1. In general, there

may exist ramps and so we need the input variables

ri(t): flow of the vehicles entering the i-th section

by means of on-ramps between time (t−1)ΔT and

time tΔT
si(t): flow of the vehicles coming out of the i-th
section by means of off-ramps between time (t −
1)ΔT and time tΔT

where t = 0, 1, . . . and i = 1, 2, . . . , K − 1.

So far, apart from δi(t), we rely on the standard set of

variables of model D, which is well-suited to describing the

nonlinear behavior of freeway traffic [1]. Before going into

details, we need to explicitly assume that the distribution of

the active mobile phones in each section is uniform and so

we have

ρc
i (t) = δi(t) ρi(t) (1)

qc
i (t) = δi(t) qi(t) (2)

according to the definition of

qi(t): flow of the vehicles exiting the i-th section

and entering the i+1-th section between time (t−
1)ΔT and time tΔT
ρc

i (t): density of vehicles with active mobile phone

in the i-th section at time tΔT
qc
i (t): flow of the vehicles with active mobile phone

exiting the i-th section and entering the i + 1-th

section between time (t − 1)ΔT and time tΔT ,

where t = 0, 1, . . . and i = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1. Moreover,

according to model D, the flow among sections is given by

qi(t) = α ρi(t) vi(t) + (1 − α) ρi+1(t) vi+1(t)

where t = 0, 1, . . ., i = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1, and α ∈ [0, 1] is a

constant parameter.

The uniformity assumption is supposed to be valid for the

ramps as well, and so, after defining

rc
i (t): flow of the vehicles with active mobile phone

entering the i-th section by means of on-ramps

between time (t − 1)ΔT and time tΔT
sc

i (t): flow of the vehicles with active mobile phone

coming out of the i-th section by means of off-

ramps between time (t − 1)ΔT and time tΔT ,

we assume the following to hold

rc
i (t) = δi(t) ri(t) , i ∈ Ir (3)

sc
i (t) = δi(t) si(t) , i ∈ Is (4)

where t = 0, 1, . . .; Ir and Is are the index sets of the

segments with on-ramps and off-ramps, respectively.

In the following, we implicitly suppose to know the

variables ρc
i (t) and qc

i (t) (via the hand-off measurements

of the cellular network) as well as ri(t) and si(t) (using

either loop detectors or tollgate sensors).

As to the dynamic relationship between the state variables,

we first consider the density dynamics [1], which is given

by

ρi(t + 1) = ρi(t) +
ΔT

di
[ qi−1(t) − qi(t) + ri(t) − si(t) ]

(5)

where t = 0, 1, . . . and i = 1, 2, . . . , K − 1. Using (2), (5)

yields

ρi(t + 1) = ρi(t) +
ΔT

di

[ qc
i−1(t)

δi−1(t)
− qc

i (t)
δi(t)

+ ri(t) − si(t)
]

(6a)

where t = 0, 1, . . ., i = 1, . . . K−1; in addition, ri(t) = 0 if

i �∈ Ir and si(t) = 0 if i �∈ Is. Moreover, one has to consider

the first and last sections, which are usually described by

ρ0(t + 1) = ρ0(t) + ξρ
0(t) (6b)

ρK(t + 1) = ρK(t) + ξρ
K(t) (6c)

where ξρ
0(t) and ξρ

K(t) are scalar noises. Secondly, we shall

consider the dynamics of the mean speed is that of model

D, i.e.,

vi(t + 1) = vi(t) +
ΔT

τ
{V [ ρi(t) ] − vi(t) }

+
ΔT ζ

di
vi(t) [ vi−1(t) − vi(t) ]

− ν ΔT [ρi+1(t) − ρi(t)]
τ di [ρi(t) + χ]

+ ξv
i (t) (7a)

where ξv
i (t) is a scalar noise, t = 0, 1, . . ., and i =

1, . . . K − 1. The extreme segments are described by

v0(t + 1) = v0(t) + ξv
0 (t) (7b)

vK(t + 1) = vK(t) + ξv
K(t) (7c)

where t = 0, 1, . . .; ξv
0 (t) and ξv

K(t) scalar noises. More-

over, τ , ζ, ν, and χ are positive constants and

V [ ρi(t) ] = vfree

{
1 −

[
ρi(t)
ρmax

]l
}m

is the function representing the speed–density characteristic,

with l and m positive real numbers. In addition, vfree > 0
and ρmax > 0 are the free speed and the critical density

respectively.

Third, as to the percentage of active mobile phone, a

technique of state augmentation is used, which leads to the

definition of the following simple equation

δi(t + 1) = δi(t) + ξδ
i (t) (8)
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Fig. 1. A freeway trunk covered by cells of a mobile phone communication network.

where t = 0, 1, . . . and i = 0, 1, . . . , K.
Note that equation (6a) is noise-free, as it results from the

balance of the vehicles entering and leaving a section. On the

contrary, (6b), (6c), (7a), (7b), (7c), and (8) are affected by

disturbances. As to (7a), the noises represent uncertainties

in the dynamics. In the other equations, such disturbances

account for changes as, for example, in (8), where ξδ
i (t)

models the change of percentage of active mobile phones.
We recall that measures of the variables ρc

i (t) and qc
i (t)

are available from the cellular network logging, as well as

ri(t) and si(t) can be easily computed in the on- and off-

ramps. As a consequence, the measurement vector is given

by

y(t) = col [ρc
1(t), . . . , ρ

c
K−1(t), q

c
0(t), . . . , q

c
K(t)] ∈ R

2K−1

(9)

where t = 0, 1, . . . and, for the real numbers a and b,

col (a, b)
�
= (a b)T . In addition, for the sake of compactness,

let us define the state vector

x(t) = col [ρ0(t), . . . , ρK(t), v0(t), . . . , vK(t),
δ0(t), . . . , δK(t)] ∈ R

3(K+1)

ξ(t) = col [ξρ
0(t), ξρ

K(t), ξv
0 (t), . . . , ξv

K(t),

ξδ
0(t), . . . , ξδ

K(t)] ∈ R
2K+4

q
c(t) = col [qc

0(t), . . . , q
c
K−1(t)] ∈ R

K

r(t) = col [ri(t), i ∈ Ir] ∈ R
card(Ir)

s(t) = col [si(t), i ∈ Is] ∈ R
card(Is) .

Summing up, the overall dynamic model with state vector
x(t) is given by equations (6), (7), and (8), which depend

nonlinearly on the unknown parameters α, τ , ν, χ, l, m,

vfree, and ρmax. For the sake of compactness, let us define

p = col [α, τ, ν, χ, l,m, vfree, ρmax] .

Let us denote, by means of the functions f and h, the

difference equation and algebraic mapping that represent the

dynamics (via (6), (7), and (8)) and measurement equations

(through (9)), i.e.,

x(t + 1) = f
[
x(t), r(t), s(t), qc(t), ξ(t), p

]
(10a)

y(t) = h [x(t), p] + η(t) (10b)

where η(t) ∈ R
2K−1 is measurement noise vector.

In the next section, we shall address the problem of

estimating the parameter vector p.

III. PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION

System (10) provides a complete description of the pro-

posed model, where the unknowns are the disturbances ξ(t)
and η(t) as well as the parameter vector p. According

to a classical least-squares approach, ξ(t) and η(t) are

supposed “small” and so one can try to estimate p by

minimizing a regression cost function based on a batch of

N data collection, where the n-th is made of Tn sample

measurements yn(t) and known inputs rn(t), sn(t), and
qn

c (t) ( t = 1, . . . , Tn). Moreover, we assume to know an

estimate of the initial state xn(0) given by x̄n(0).
Basing on the aforesaid, the predicted state trajectory is

given by

x̂n(t + 1) = f
[
x̂n(t), rn(t), sn(t), qn

c (t), p
]

(11)

where n = 1, . . . N t = 0, 1, . . . , Tn − 1, x̂n(0) = x̄n(0).
A least-squares quadratic cost function that measures the

quality of the fitting based on the available data is

JN (p) =
N∑

n=1

Tn∑
t=1

{yn(t) − h [x̂n(t), p]}T
R ×

×{yn(t) − h [x̂n(t), p]} (12)

where R ∈ R
(2K−1)×(2K−1) is a positive definite matrix.

An estimate of p can be obtained by minimizing cost (12)

under constraint (11), which turns out to be difficult due to

the nonlinear dependence on p. As the constraints can be

taken into account by simply replacing (11) step by step from

t = 0 to t = Tn − 1 for each n = 1, . . . , N , the problems

reduces to the unconstrained minimization of JN (p), which

can be faced by using the SPSA approach [10], [11], [12].

The use of such technique is motivated by the fact that the

computation of the cost gradient is in general difficult in our

context.
Let p be the dimension of p. The SPSA algorithm has

the form

p
k+1 = p

k − ak ĝk

(
p

k

)
, k = 0, 1, . . . (13)
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where ĝk

(
p

k

)
is a is a simultaneous perturbation approx-

imation of the gradient of the cost at iteration k, i.e.,

of ∇JN (pk). The simultaneous perturbation approxima-

tion is defined as follows. Let Δk ∈ R
p be a vector

of p mutually independent mean zero random variables{
Δk1 , Δk2 , . . . ,Δkp

}
. In the general framework of stochas-

tic approximations, we refer to noisy measurements of the

cost function, i.e., at the k-th iteration, we have

J+
k (pk) = JN (pk + ckΔk) + ε+k

J−
k (pk) = JN (pk − ckΔk) + ε−k (14)

where {ck} is a gain sequence, while ε+k and ε−k are

measurement noises. The estimate of ∇JN (pk) is given by

ĝk

(
p

k

)
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

J+
k (pk) − J−

k (pk)
2ckΔk1

...

J+
k (pk) − J−

k (pk)
2ckΔkp

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (15)

If we assume the following, where E(·) stands for the

expected value with respect to all the stochastic variables.

A1. ak =
a

kα
and ck =

1
kγ

, where a > 0, 0 < α ≤ 1,

γ > 0, α − γ >
1
2

, α − 2γ > 0, 3γ − α

2
≥ 0.

A2. for all k = 0, 1, . . ., E
(
ε+k − ε−k

∣∣p
k, Δk

)
=

0; there exists ν > 0 such that E
[(

ε−k
)2+ν

]
E

[(
ε+k

)2+ν
]

are bounded; there exists σ such that

lim
k→+∞

E
[
(ε+k − ε−k )2

∣∣p
k,Δk

]
= σ2.

A3. for all k = 0, 1, . . ., {Δki
} ( i = 1, . . . , p) are

i.i.d. and symmetrically distributed around zero with

‖Δki‖ bounded a.s. and E(|Δ−1
ki

|) bounded; there

exists ν > 0 such that E
(|JN (pk − ckΔk)|2+ν

)
,

E
(|JN (pk + ckΔk)|2+ν

)
, and E

(|Δki |−2−ν
)

( i =
1, . . . , p) are bounded; there exist σ− and σ+ such

that lim
k→+∞

E
(
Δ−2

ki

)
= σ2

− and lim
k→+∞

E
(
Δ2

ki

)
= σ2

+,

i = 1, . . . , p.

A4. The third derivative of JN (p) with respect to p is

locally continuous and bounded for almost all p
k, k =

0, 1, . . . in a ball with radius independent of k and p
k.

Basing on the above assumptions, it is possible to prove

that kβ/2
(
p

k − p∗
)

converges in distribution a Gaussian

distributed variable, where p∗ is a root of
∂JN (p)

∂p
and

β > 0 is constant (see, for details, [15] and the references

therein).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed ap-

proach, a complex simulation environment has been devised

with a microscopic traffic simulator and a simulator of the

cellular network. Fig. 2 shows a sketch of such simulation

setup.

The behavior of multiple cars moving in a freeway is

emulated by a microscopic simulator based on the Gipps’

model [16]. This simulator generates the positions of the

cars that can open wireless communications.

The simulator of the cellular system is protocol indepen-

dent since it is based on a Markov model of the events

associated with the events regarding start of a call, end of a

call, and handoff from one cell to the next one. Such model

does not rely on a specific architecture (e.g., ETACS, GSM,

UMTS), as well as either circuit or packet switching may be

considered. The wireless network manages the radio-based

links, tracks the , and provides information on both density

of active mobile phone in each cell and flow from one cell

to the next one. A linear relationship between the level of

freeway traffic and the network load is assumed (see [17]).

The handoff of a call occurs when the associated vehicle

passes from one cell to another. As in most cellular systems,

users are registered when they enter a cell, the management

system keeps track of the number of all mobiles present

inside (i.e., ρc
i (t) for i-th cell). In the same way, it is possible

to count the mobile phones leaving a cell (i.e., qc
i (t) for i-th

cell), which corresponds to the exiting handoffs of the calls.

A simulation setting was considered with a 3-lane freeway

trunk, where we chose K = 11, 2 Km-long sections, ΔT =
60 s, and all Tn equal to 120 (i.e., 2 h). The percentage of

active mobile phone is randomly chosen in each simulation

according to a uniform distribution with percentage between

10% and 30%.

The SPSA identification method presented in Section III

has been applied to a cost function (12), where R has been

chosen equal to the identity and the algorithm parameters

were taken as in Assumptions A1, A2, A3, and A4.

Fig. 3 shows the behavior of the cost function JN at each

iteration k for different values of the number of realization

N in the the sample set. The larger is N , the higher is

the computational burden and the more significative is the

sample set. In Fig. 4, the estimates of the parameters are

given at each iteration for N = 10, 50, and 100. Note

that the convergence of both cost function and estimated

parameters is faster with a larger N . Some parameters as

τ and m are very slow to converge with N = 10.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a modelling framework is presented that

enables one to describe the traffic dynamics using the

measurements collected by the active mobile phones on

the freeway cars. This model results from an extension of

the dynamic macroscopic traffic model D (see [1]) that

includes other dynamic equations about the percentage of

active mobile phones in the various segments of a freeway

trunk. Using such framework, one can estimate the model

parameters via an identification algorithm based on stochastic

approximation. The overall approach has been validated by

constructing a complex simulation setup, with encouraging

results.

In the future, the identification of such model will be used

in connection with state estimators that allow a complete
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Fig. 2. Simulation setup.
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supervision of the traffic state (see, e.g., [18], [19], [20]).
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